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You will know the aether’s origin, and likewise all the signs 
in the aether and the invisible deeds of the pure torch of the 

brilliant sun, and whence they sprang; and you will learn of 
the migratory deeds of the round-faced moon and of its origin; 

you will know also the heaven which surrounds them.

Parmenides, fragment 9
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Black stone warm in the winter sun split as it is 
and windworn spread to lay as a fossilized body

posed among familiar strata. Our visitor along his 
way to us danced beneath the stars and among signs

numerous and moving toward that immortal pose. 
The pose a last long gesture in the sidereal dance

an asterism a few last steps taken before stopping 
to lay down for a time out of the wind.

Traveler
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The air unlit before 
glows with her golden crown 

and her beams are bright as day

From the Homeric 'Hymn to Selene'
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Of all the modes of stone

 sunwarm, rainwet, atop; 
 out-of-sight, covered, cold

of all — lit obscure 
against black heaven —

you our risen mirror still 
the most comprehensible.

Of all the phases

 molten, solid, 
 fragmented, flowing

you our visitor from abroad, 
vagabond, traveler,

having passed through each 
in your arcane migration —

and each 
again.

And of all the keys of stone

 to-palm, under- 
 seat, by-sole

only the archaic one, 
that before-the-eyes,

keyed to you our mirror; 
glory opposite the sun.

You of round face! 
luminous, lighting-rites;

your eyes calm seas 
held lenticular

by the dark 
body’s pull; still

a light come from just 
beneath the surface.

Hymn to phases
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It never was nor will be, since it is now all together,one, 
indivisible. For what parentage of it will you look for?

For what coming-to-be of it will you seek?

Parmenides, fragment 8
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Never more clear than highest winter 
under silica bowl rung rare green,

the sun — anyone’s great risen god, 
anyone’s obscure animal set to citrine

— never more clear this sun, 
reaper and originator both,

who disappears out beyond ice to- 
ward that rumored mirror shore.

Imbolc
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…an alien light wandering darkly bright around the earth

…ever gazing towards the rays of the sun

Parmenides, fragments 14, 16
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On the third day our visitor finally told us something. We had 
been asking questions since she arrived, Lux and I, watching 
her, trying to catch a glimpse of the tools she brought along for 
her research, puzzling at her strange jewelry and clothing. We 
talked it over and decided the best thing would be to present our 
visitor with a gi!. Then she would surely tell us something.

On the third day, a!er dinner in the common hall, a!er Lux 
had given her our gi! — a single small disk, reflective and ir-
idescent, that Lux had taken from the workshop; who would 
miss such a small thing? — the visitor motioned for us to join 
her at the table, which our parents and the others had le! to 
busy themselves with dishes in the adjoining kitchen. Against 
the so! cla"er from there she began. “I know you two have 
been wondering what brought me here. I haven’t meant to 
ignore your questions, but there is only so much I can say about 
such ma"ers for now.” It was a refrain we had heard so many 
times from the adults; such ma!ers, for now.

“But it wouldn’t be fair to leave it at that, would it? Nor any 
fun.” She laughed to herself as we watched intensely, too rapt 
to laugh along. The fire cracked in the open hearth and cast a 
dancing light over half the room. “I’ll tell you a story. It came 
to me in the course of my research, naturally, although I won’t 
say much more about that for now. It’s a bit of a strange story, 
a bit like a dream” — she returned my gaze — “and I’m hoping 
you’ll tell me what you make of it.” She shi!ed in her seat and 
took a sip of tea.

“It begins at the bo"om of the sea. It’s nigh"ime and I’m stand-
ing on the bo"om in water maybe twice as deep as I am tall. The 

bo"om is rippled sand. It’s dark, but moonlight comes down 
through the water and lights everything up mysterious silver. I 
can breath, but I can’t walk, like I’m anchored in the sand.”

“From behind me comes a great white fish, white like a pearl 
and glowing in the moonlight. It glides first into my periph-
eral vision, because I can’t turn my head, and then into full 
view. It glides in front of me without moving a muscle itself, 
not a twitch of its fins. I have the sense that it would glow just 
the same on a moonless night, like its glow is coming from 
somewhere else. The fish is big, probably one and a half of me 
long, and very wide. The scales glow and shi! in color like a 
clamshell, not unlike like this gi! you brought, I suppose, and 
the fish just glides past me slowly at an upward angle in the 
moonlight, perfectly still.” As she spoke, I was aware of a dim 
recognition rising within me, like a fuzzy memory. I thought 
of the buoys that appear and disappear offshore surrounding 
the island, the way their lights shimmer like flares, the pic-
tograms drawn quickly in charcoal on dri!wood boards, the 
path that emerges from the water during the lowest tides. Our 
visitor continued.

“Then I’m right below the surface of the water, which is flat as 
a sheet of ice. The fish comes up and I see its reflection coming 
down to meet it, two fish approaching one another nose-on. 
Two pearl white fish opposite one another in the moonlight.” 
She looked directly at me as she added this, seeing that I recog-
nized the image. “All is silent, still, as if a scene arranged just 
for me.”

“Now I am standing at the shore,” the visitor said. “It’s night-
time still under a full moon, but there is no sign of either the 
white fish nor its reflection. I can’t see the moon itself, oddly, 
just its silver light. All is absolutely calm, frozen you could say, 
but now I am able to move freely. I crouch down at the very 

Visitor
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edge of the water and lower my cupped hands to the surface, 
which doesn’t stir as I submerge them. The reflected moonlight 
is still, and the water is cool. There is some of the pearly color 
of the fish’s scales in my forearms, just beneath the surface, as 
if in the veins, but I’m not alarmed. I look at the li"le pool of 
water in my hands and raise it to my face, perhaps to taste, I’m 
not sure. But instead of li!ing from the water, my hands stay 
submerged — the whole sea rises with them. I stand, startled, 
and the sea rises again to my waist where I still hold my hands 
cupped, still just beneath the surface. The water doesn’t rise 
slowly, like a tide, or violently like a storm surge, but absolute-
ly still and all at once, at precisely the speed I raise my hands. I 
look at the pool and feel the coldness of the sea around my legs 
and waist. I open my hands and spread my fingers and the sea 
falls as quickly as it rose, just like a handful of water would fall 
to the sand.”

“Then the moon is gone and I stand there on the firm sand in 
the dark.” She finished the story and li!ed her mug to take an-
other sip of tea.

A few days later, as she was doing chores in the workshop, Lux 
saw the visitor come in to speak with one of the other adults. 
They spoke quietly, Lux told me, and she couldn’t tell what 
about. The visitor le! with a case that Lux knew held, along 
with a number of the reflective disks arranged by size, an in-
strument they had assembled there in the workshop — Lux had 
been tasked with polishing some of the less fragile parts. It was 
beautiful, she said, somehow dark and bright at the same time.

Next morning the visitor had gone. She packed her things and 
le! well before sunrise, our parents told us. The last sliver of 
the waning moon has disappeared, I thought. The path would 
have emerged at low tide.
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Dog-star marks 
the coming flood:

a cord binds the 
golden sheaf,

the instrument of 
pearl is strung taut

and in the torchlight 
our visitor approaches.

Follow arc of thread 
from out of the knot,

toward sickle-blade 
spinning on flat stone:

a vessel has come down 
to water, to raise it,

and alas! the meeting of 
cool water and pure torch.
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This fourth issue of the zine is the last for now. Four is one, 
the cycle is complete. I'll certainly publish more issues in the 
future, but who can say what form they might take?

The illustrations in this issue depict nine asterisms (and con-
stellations) seen in the night sky. There are many stories about 
these shapes, and I amplify just a few here: the water jar of 
Aquarius (iv); Lyra, the lyre of Orpheus, made by Hermes (3); 
Ariadne's crown, whose light led Theseus out of the Labyrinth 
(4); Orion's belt, or a string of pearls (6); the shoulders of Scor-
pius, sent by Artemis to kill Orion (7); the winter triangle (8); 
The Big Dipper, or the foreleg of Set, or a sickle-shaped sword 
(11); the winter hexagon or hexagram (12); the two fish of Pisces 
(17). Look up, see the signs in the aether.

Deepest thanks to all of you who subscribed for this first cycle. 
Your support (monetary, energetic and otherwise) has animat-
ed my work writing these poems and stories.    — CSM
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